Magill’s Choice: American Ethnic Writers
“Secondary and higher education literature teachers
and librarians everywhere will treasure this
compilation of biography and criticism of authors for
whom it is generally difficult to find much information.
Each alphabetic entry provides enough information to get a
student started on a research paper. The biographies are
approximately one page in length. Each major work
selected for inclusion receives a one-page critique.
Suggested readings at the end of the entries expand the
resources available for research on each author. The
citations listed have recent enough copyright dates to make
them accessible either through acquisition or interlibrary
loan. Each volume contains three indexes-author, title, and
ethnic identity list.”
-ARBA, 2001
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“Summing Up: Recommended. Lower-level
undergraduates and general readers.”
-CHOICE, 2009
“Highly recommended for high school, college and
public libraries.”
-Doug’s Student Reference Room,
Reference Reviews, 2009
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“The 3-volume set, American Ethnic Writers, contains in-depth information on 225 writers,
enlightening readers and researchers about their lives and literature. The volumes include a
range of work from the African Americans during the time of the Harlem Renaissance through
the Asian and Latino contemporary writers of the twenty-first century; many new and familiar
authors are revealed within these 1,295 pages. Offerings include authors belonging to African
American, Asian American, Jewish American, Hispanic/Latino, and Native American ethnicities
and descents. The volumes present the roster in user-friendly alphabetic order, listing the
authors by their best-known names, then other names and pseudonyms (where applicable). Also
included is information about their birth and death dates and location (if known). Following each
author's name is a quote about the author, a list of principle works, phonetic pronunciation of
their name, and a short biography. The most interesting feature of this three-volume set is a
selection of essays by academicians and scholars about the better-known, more widely
studied works of each author. Some entries are also enhanced with a black-and-white
photograph of the author. Naturally, well-known authors such as Martin Luther King, Jr., Alan
Ginsberg, or Alice Walker appear; but other, lesser-known writers, such as Chinese American,
Lee Li-Young, or Cuban American, Virgil Suarez, are introduced within this resource. Each
volume gives the user a list of contents for that volume, a name pronunciation guide, and a
complete table of contents covering all three volumes. Volume 3 ends with two appendixes, one
a general bibliography and the other a list of electronic resources. Five indexes then follow,
listing authors by name, authors by ethnicity, titles by ethnicity, titles by genre, and titles by
name. American Ethnic Writers is an invaluable resource for high school and college
students seeking literature by and authoritative material about these American writers.”
-ARBA, 2009
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